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I visited Germany for the first time in 1924-the period when mutual post-war
antagonism was at its highest pitch. What a delight to me to discover that all
the asperity encountered by the foreign artist in daily German life was forgot-
ten amidst the reactions of the musical public to concerts and recitals! What
respect for music and for him who produced it! What fine sensibility to the
beauty of the composition and the talent of the performer!
For three centuries, parents, sons, brothers, and friends have met in the home

to play quartettes, trios, and sonatas--to sing "lieder"-in short, TO KNOW
AND PRACTISE MUSIC. It is such an audience which fills the nation's concert
halls, leaving scant room for those moved by curiosity without love.

It was at one of these informal family musicals that I met Hermann Hauser.
He, Fritz Buek, and-if memory does not fail me William Bischoff, had tran-
scribed certain minor works of the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries for
three guitars, which works they performed with good taste, if not with pro-
fessional fluency. The guitars had been constructed by Hauser. I examined
them all, and immediately foresaw the potentials of this superb artisan, if only
his mastery might be applied to the construction of guitars of the Spanish pat-
tern--as immutably fixed by Torres and Ramirez as the violin had been fixed by
Stradivarius and Guarnerius.

CONTENTS Encouraged by my interest in his work, Hauser asked permission for a closer
examination of my own Ramirez. Next day he came to my hotel and spent more
than three hours taking minute measurements with the aid of a little mirror,
analysing the details of construction, and drawing with scrupulous perfection
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the profile of the head and the ornaments of the sound hole or "tarraja."

Miguel Llobet, who was present, was greatly amused by Hauser's painstaking
patience. "What incredible patience!" he said.

"The man without patience is a lamp without oil," I answered, and added,
"This onehas it, nor doeshe apply it idly to routine labors. A certain original-
ity flows from his thoughts to guide his hands." Whereupon my skeptical com-
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"I have conidence," I replied, at which Llobet made a gesture signifying
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doubt and continued watching Hauser.
A year later, Llobet's apprehensions seemed to have been well-founded. The

guitar presented to me by Hauser was the product of patient study, perhaps
even less. It lacked the tonal quality and volume of my Ramirez. After a few
months I returned it to him with a friendly letter of encouragement, urgingMusic and the Guitar
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Terry Usher him to continue working.

Hauser persisted, and 13 years later created THE GREATEST GUITAR OF
OUR EPOCH. I played it and adopted it at once, giving my noble Ramirez a rest.
Few realize the influence of the luthier on the life and career of the artist.

Without the existence of an adequate instrument, the fantasy, the emotional
richness, the technical precision and the essence of musical interpretation-all
these would remain latent. They might never be revealed, or at best, be im-
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perfectly revealed.
To this mourned artisan goes my homage and deepest gratitude. And I

exhort you, also, to revere the name of Hermann Hauser, who fulilled his
duty in this world with greater concern for dignity and reputation than for
profit.
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